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Abstract: About three million Muslims are traveling annually to Makkah in Saudi Arabia to
perform the rituals of Hajj (i.e. the pilgrimage), the fifth pillar of Islam. It requires the pilgrims
to move to several holy sites while performing the Hajj ritual, including Mina, Arafat, and
Muzdalifah sites. However, pilgrims spend most of their time in prepared tent-camps at the Mina
site during the days of Hajj. Among the challenges that the organizers face in the Hajj is the
distribution of pilgrims over the camps of Mina while considering a range of constraints, which
is considered a real-world optimization problem. This paper introduces a hyper-heuristic
approach to optimize the distribution process of pilgrims over Mina tent-camps in an efficient
manner, named the hyper-heuristic Mina tents distribution algorithm (HyMTDA). The proposed
algorithm, iteratively, selects one heuristic among four predefined low-level heuristics to produce
a new solution; thereafter the late move acceptance strategy is applied as a judgment to accept or
reject the new solution. The performed simulations show that the proposed HyMTDA can
effectively explore the search space and avoid falling into local minima during the iterations
process. Moreover, comparisons show that HyMTDA outperforms other heuristic algorithms in
the literature in terms of solution quality and convergence rate.
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1

Introduction

Every year, around three million Muslims travel to Makkah, Saudi Arabia, to perform
Hajj during the lunar month of Dhu al-Hijjah, from the 8th to the 13th. Pilgrims spend
the majority of their Hajj nights in Mina, one of Islam's holiest sites, which is
considered the largest tent city in the world as it includes about 160,000 tents built for
pilgrim housing. The number of pilgrims in the 2018 Hajj season was 2,371,675
pilgrims [GAS, 2021], whereas the available area to accommodate pilgrims in Mina is
about 2,652,752 square meters [Edrees, 2013]. Many initiatives to expand Mina's
capacity have been proposed, studied, and developed, and there is a chance that the
capacity dedicated to accommodating a larger number of pilgrims will be increased in
the future.
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Due to Mina's capacity limitations, the best distribution of pilgrim groups to the
camp-tents is one of the challenges that organizers of pilgrims housing encounter every
year, especially for those groups with a large number of pilgrims. The procedure of
assigning pilgrims to a limited number of tent-camps intended for housing pilgrims is
a real-world optimization problem that requires an advanced algorithm capable of
providing high-quality solutions [Shambour & Khan, 2019].
In the current optimization problem, the data set includes 610 groups of pilgrims,
each with a random number of pilgrims ranging from 200 to 5,000, which should be
assigned to 1,112 tent-camps of various sizes ranging from 200 to 5,000 square meters
[Dataset, 2022]. During the assignment process, many factors must be considered,
including the number of pilgrims in each group, tent-camp capacity, reserved classes,
train usage, and location of tent-camp. This problem belongs to the category of resource
allocation problems, in which the goal is to determine the best way to allocate a set
amount of resources to activities while minimizing the cost incurred by the allocation
[Katoh N. & Ibaraki, 1998].
The complexity of such a resource allocation problem can be gauged by the fact
that it is classified as an NP-hard problem that cannot be solved in polynomial time
[Yilmaz & Başçiftçi, 2021; Zhang W., 2002]. Solving such problems needs the use of
an optimization method capable of exploring many optima in their search space.
A hyper-heuristic method is one of the most popular methods that has been widely
applied to tackle various optimization problems in the combinatorial optimization field,
such as routing problems [Olgun et.al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2021], timetabling problems
[Kheiri, et al., 2021; Kheiri & Keedwell, 2017; Shambour et al., 2013; Shambour &
Khan, 2022], space allocation problems [Czerniachowska & Marcin, 2021; Vincent et
al., 2020], engineering design problems [Oteiza et al., 2021], etc. Moreover, a hyperheuristic method is distinguished from other heuristic methods in that it has the ability
to explore the search space without requiring more information about the search domain
[Burke et al., 2003; Abd Elaziz et al., 2020].
This paper investigates the use of a hyper-heuristic method to optimize the
distribution process of pilgrim groups over the available space of Mina’s tent-camps,
named a hyper-heuristic Mina tents distribution algorithm (HyMTDA). The algorithm
is designed in such a way that it can use the available resources very efficiently while
respecting the hard and soft constraints. Two stages are involved during search
iterations of hyper-heuristic single-point based search framework, heuristic selection
and move acceptance [Ozcan et al., 2008]. In the first stage, the HyMTDA employs one
of four low-level heuristics to produce a new solution (i.e. heuristic selection); whereas
in the second stage, the late acceptance technique is applied to accept or ignore the
produced solution (i.e. move acceptance). Furthermore, multiple simulations and
comparisons with other methods from the literature were performed to verify the
efficiency of the developed algorithm in terms of objective function values.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant
literature to the work of this paper. Section 3 explains the problem description. Hyperheuristic approach for Mina camps distribution and simulation results are given in
Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. Finally, Section 6 provides the conclusions and
directions for further research.
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Related Works

In recent years, there have been several attempts to study and address a wide range of
Hajj applications [Shambour & Gutub, 2021; Shambour & Dhubaib, 2022; Shambour,
2021]. However, few research studies have addressed the problem of optimizing the
distribution process of a large number of pilgrims to a limited number of tent-camps.
This optimization problem has multiple resources that need to be utilized efficiently
while satisfying a set of hard and soft constraints (e.g. predefined tents must not be
violated, every pilgrim group must be assigned once, and two pilgrim groups cannot be
allocated to the same tent). The current problem is related to resource allocation
problems in that it attempts to monitor the optimal allocation of a number of specific
resources to activities while reducing the distribution process cost [Katoh et al., 2013].
[Shambour et al., 2017] presented a framework for efficiently distributing tentcamps in Mina area. The proposed framework is based on employing artificial
intelligence methods to extract the spatial data of Mina area. Thereafter, the extracted
data is prepared to be used for further analysis, as well as conducting experiments using
heuristic methods. According to the recommendations, the proposed framework aids in
the utilization of the maximum capacity of available resources, resulting in an increase
in the Mina area's capacity. Later, [Shambour & Khan, 2019] developed a heuristicbased approach to distributing pilgrims over Mina camps. The algorithm begins by
iteratively offering all available and appropriate tent-camps in Mina for a randomly
selected pilgrims’ group. Then, one of the seven assignment methods is chosen to
determine the best suitable tent-camp for the taken pilgrims' group. In terms of space
allocation, the proposed algorithm performed well, with about 80 percent of pilgrims
being assigned to more than 76.2 percent of the total housing space in the Mina area.
The previous studies mentioned above are the only ones that look at the use of
heuristic algorithms to optimize pilgrim distribution over Mina's tent-camps [Shambour
& Gutub, 2021]. However, various approaches are applied to solve a variety of similar
optimization problems, which are roughly divided into four categories, sequential
methods, cluster methods, constraint-based methods, and meta-heuristic methods
[Carter et al., 1996; Carter et al., 1998; Burke, 2002]. Researchers from several fields,
such as computational intelligence [Deveci et al., 2018; Demirel et al., 2017], have
recently adopted heuristics, meta-heuristics, and hyper-heuristics as preferred methods,
particularly for problems requiring a high amount of computational resources, as they
can produce good quality solutions in a reasonable amount of time when compared to
other traditional methods.
The heuristics and meta-heuristics frameworks are classically working on the
problem directly and often know the domain, whereas hyper-heuristic framework runs
at a higher abstraction level which is often working without knowledge about the
domain [Burke et al., 2003]. The term “hyper-heuristic” has been defined in the
literature by several authors, such as that by Cowling et al. [Cowling et al., 2001] who
defined it as “a heuristic to choose heuristics”. Another definition given by Drake et al.
[Drake et al., 2019] is “a high-level automated search methodology which explores a
search space of low-level heuristics or heuristic components, to solve computationally
hard problems”. Burke et al. [Drake et al., 2019] defined it as “an automated
methodology for selecting or generating heuristics to solve hard computational
problems”. Generally, hyper-heuristic approaches have become a growing trend over
the past few years due to their remarkable efficiency in many applications of operation
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research and computer science fields. Following are some research discussions related
to the use of hyper-heuristic in several areas of optimization fields.
Steenson et al. [Steenson et al., 2021] applied a multistage hyper-heuristic
mechanism on three classes of education timetabling problems (examination
timetabling, post-enrolment-based timetabling, and curriculum-based course
timetabling). The authors identified six successive stages of low-level heuristics
consisting of hill climbing, great deluge, and simulated annealing. Thereafter, the
performance of each successive stage was tracked and recorded to observe the best
sequence of low-level heuristics. In another education timetabling problem, Kheiri et
al. (2016) and Kheiri & Keedwell (2017) applied a hyper-heuristic approach to solving
the high school timetabling problem. The authors explored the performance of the
proposed approach on both random-based selection and sequencing-based selection of
low-level heuristics. Leng et al., (2019) presented a multi-objective hyper-heuristic
method for location-routing problem considering a town wherein goods are needed to
be picked up from stores and delivered to clients.
In another work, Chen et al. (2016) investigated the performance of several hyperheuristic methods on the periodic vehicle routing problem. The authors applied five
heuristic selection methods. The experimental results proved an improvement in the
performance of hyper-heuristic techniques when a dedicated local search phase was
included. Moreover, hyper-heuristic has been applied to solve numerous resource
allocation problems such as the container allocation problem [Tan et al., 2019], the fog
allocation problem [Kabirzadeh et al., 2017], and tasks allocation [Pour et al., 2018;
Babić et al., 2018]. Furthermore, comprehensive surveys of hyper-heuristic and their
applications could be found in [Ozcan et al., 2008; Drake et al., 2019; Burke et al.,
2013].
This section discussed the paucity of research studies that have addressed the
current optimization problem, as well as the optimization techniques that are applied to
solve a variety of optimization problems from diverse application fields. The main
objective of this research work is to employ an effective technique for efficiently
distributing pilgrims to tent-camps while making use of all the available allocated
space. By achieving this objective, more pilgrims will be able to accommodate in tentcamps, more equity in pilgrim accommodation for different groups of pilgrims, and
more information and alternative scenarios that decision-makers will have about how
to accommodate pilgrims to tent-camps in sufficient time before the Hajj season begins.

3

Problem Modelling and Description

Our distribution problem is concerned with distributing all pilgrim groups over
different tent-camps while respecting a set of constraints. The specifications of pilgrim
groups and accommodated tents used in this paper are adopted from a previous work
presented in [Shambour & Khan, 2019]. The descriptions of problem attributes and
constraints are explained in the following subsections.
3.1

Problem Attributes

All pilgrim groups (PGs) are classified, according to their home countries, into six
country groups (CGs). Figure 1 illustrates the defined CGs as well as the number of
pilgrims in every CG for the 2018 Hajj season. Moreover, each CG has several PGs,
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and each PG comprises several pilgrims who share the same services and host features
such as train usage, tent-camp location, etc.

Figure 1: Number of pilgrims for the classified CGs in the 2018 Hajj season
Furthermore, the number of PGs for all CGs was set to 610 PGs, each containing a
random number of pilgrims ranging between 200 to 5,000. An example of the
assignment process for European PGs is presented in Table 1.
European PG
PG1
PG2
PG3
.
PG25
Total

Number of Pilgrims
1,021
1,158
1,053
.
4,354
88,601

Table 1: An example for assigning pilgrims to European PGs
Consequently, the key attributes of the PG data input are defined as shown in Table 2.
Att.1
Att.2
Att.3
Att.4
Att.5
Att.6
Att.7
Att.8

Attribute Name
ID
Class
CG ID
Inside/ outside Mina
Train usability
Number of Pilgrims
MinSpace
MaxSpace

Abbreviation
𝑃𝐺$
𝑃𝐺$!
𝑃𝐺$"
𝑃𝐺$#
𝑃𝐺$$
𝑃𝐺$%
𝑃𝐺$&
𝑃𝐺$'

Table 2: Attributes of PG
Where “ID” denotes the identification and unique number assigned for every PG,
“Class” represents the class area of tents used to locate PGs to tent-camps of a certain
class area(𝐶! , 𝐶" , . . . , 𝐶# ), “Inside/outside Mina” refers to the area in which a certain
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tent-camp is located, “Train usability” indicates the ability or inability of pilgrims to
use the train, and “MinSpace” and “MaxSpace” represent the minimum and maximum
space per PG, respectively. Moreover, the main attributes of the tent-camp data input
are defined as given in Table 3.

Attribute
Name
Abbreviation

Att1
Tent
ID
𝑇%

Att2
Block
ID
𝑇%(

Att3
Class
𝑇%!

Att4
Inside/outside
Mina
𝑇%#

Att5
Train
usability
𝑇%$

Att6
Space
𝑇%)

Table 3: Attributes of Tent-camp (T)
Where “Tent ID” refers to the identification and unique number assigned for every
tent camp, “Block ID” is the identification number for a block area to which the tentcamp belongs, “Class” and “Inside/ outside Mina” are similar to those in PG attributes,
“Train usability” indicates the tent-camps identified to accommodate pilgrims who
need to use the train, and “Space” denotes the available space designated for the
accommodation of pilgrims. The number of blocks in tent-camps is 230 blocks, each of
which has a random number of tent-camps ranging between 1 and 10. Furthermore, the
size of tent-camps ranged from 200 to 5,000 square meters. Table 4 illustrates the
summary of data attributes.
Attribute Name
Number of pilgrims

Value
2,371,675

Unit
Pilgrim

Number of PGs

610

PGs

Housing space in Mina
Number of Tent-Camps

2,652,752

Square meter

1,112

tent-camps

612,953
203
429,550
40
1,049,496
297
166,083
39
88,601
19
24,992
12
144
50
177
36
112

Pilgrim
PG
Pilgrim
PG
Pilgrim
PG
Pilgrim
PG
Pilgrim
PG
Pilgrim
PG
Tent-camp
Block
Tent-camp
Block
Tent-camp

Domestic pilgrims
Arab pilgrims
Asian pilgrims (non-Arab)
African pilgrims (non-Arab)
European pilgrims
North and south American, and
Australian pilgrims
Class area 𝑪𝟏
Class area 𝑪𝟐
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Class area 𝑪𝟑

22
81
26
199
47
228
44
171
27

Class area 𝑪𝟒
Class area 𝑪𝟓
Class area 𝑪𝟔
Class area 𝑪𝟕

Block
Tent-camp
Block
Tent-camp
Block
Tent-camp
Block
Tent-camp
Block

Table 4: Data attributes
3.2

Problem Formulation

This study defines nine constraints that need to be satisfied in the final solution to
observe the optimal solution. These constraints are classified into four hard constraints
(H1, H2..., H4) that should not be violated, and five soft constraints (S1, S2, …, S5) that
are to be satisfied as much as possible. The mathematical representation of the problem
is provided as follows [Shambour & Khan, 2019]:
Assignment (A) is a function of resources (PG, T), such that the problem constraints
can be mathematically formulated as given in Table 5 and Table 6.
Constraint
ID
H1

Formulation of Hard Constraints
Predefined tents must not be violated.
*'
𝐴()
=∅
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑇+ 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑃𝐺
*

H2

Every pilgrim group must be assigned once.
*
𝐴*() = 𝐴()+ *
∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑃𝐺

H3

Two pilgrim groups cannot be allocated to the same tent.
*
*
𝐴()+ * ≠ 𝐴()+ ,
𝑗 ≠ 𝑘, ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑇, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑃𝐺, ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝑃𝐺

H4

The space available for each tent-camp should be suitable for the
number of assigned pilgrims.
*
*
𝐴()+ * ≥ 𝐴()+ *
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑃𝐺$) 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒
)

&

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑃𝐺$ , ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑇, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑃𝐺

Table 5: Mathematical formulation of hard constraints
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Constraint
ID
S1

Formulation of Soft Constraints
A group of pilgrims who need to use the train should be assigned to
tents near the train station.
*
*
𝐴()+ * = 𝐴()+$.*
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑟1, 𝑟2 ∈ {0 = 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒, 1 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒},
$-

S2

∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑇, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑃𝐺
Pilgrim group should be assigned to a tent-camp that belongs to the
pilgrims reserved class.
*+

*

𝐴()+ * = 𝐴()!#

𝑛 = 𝑚, ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑇, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑃𝐺

*!%

S3

The accommodation space for a tent-camp should be fit for the
assigned pilgrim group.
*
*
𝐴()+ * = 𝐴()+)* 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑃𝐺$/ 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑃𝐺$ ,
/

S4

𝑇%) − 𝑃𝐺$/ ≅ 0 , ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑃𝐺, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑇
Pilgrim groups that are similar in terms of a country group should
be located in tents next to each other. (current tent’s block number
– any adjacent tent’s block number <=1).
*,

*

𝐴()+(* = 𝐴()(0
"

S5

"

𝑖 ≠ 𝑘, 𝑗 ≠ 𝑙, ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑇, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑃𝐺, 𝑙 ∈ 𝑃𝐺

A pilgrim group should be assigned to a tent/tents belonging to at
most two adjacent tents blocks.
*+

*+

𝐴()(*# = 𝐴()(*% L𝑇%(# − 𝑇%(% L = {0,1}, 𝑛 = 𝑚, ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑇, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑃𝐺
Table 6: Mathematical formulation of soft constraints

The weight (cost) of each constraint violation is given in the following table. Note
that these weights are determined according to their importance to the problem, as far
as the constraint required to be fulfilled in the solution, the violation cost becomes
higher. A valid solution is obtained if it satisfies all the hard constraints of the problem.
Constraint

H1

H2

H3

H4

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

Weight

100,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

10

10

0.1

10

10

Table 7: Weights of constraint violations
This problem is a minimization problem where the goal is to obtain the optimal
solution by distributing all pilgrim groups on the available accommodation tents in the
Mina area while satisfying all hard and soft constraints. Accordingly, the objective
function is defined as minimizing the costs of violating problem constraints that
appear in the final solution, which can be declared as follows:
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 (∑213! 𝑊1 𝑉𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠1 (𝑆𝑜𝑙) + ∑543! 𝑊4 𝑉𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠4 (𝑆𝑜𝑙) )
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Where 𝑊 denotes the weight of constraint, 𝑉𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 refers to the number of times a
constraint is violated in the produced solution, and 𝑆𝑜𝑙 refers to the solution
representation.

4

Proposed Approach

A hyper-heuristic approach, called hyper-heuristic Mina tents distribution algorithm
(HyMTDA), is applied to optimize the distribution of pilgrims on the definite number
of tent-camps in Mina. Figure 2 provides a flowchart for the proposed approach
including its main steps. Detailed descriptions of each step are offered in the following
subsections.

Figure 2: Flowchart of the proposed HyMTDA
4.1

Initialization

Two initialization procedures are included in this step, initializing algorithm and
problem parameters, and constructing an initial solution.
First, the proposed HyMTDA and problem parameters are defined, including the
maximum iteration number (MaxItr), the number of PGs in all CG, number of pilgrims
in every PG, the PG’s class, the number of tent-camps in every block, the space and
location of all tent-camps, and usability of the train.
Then, HyMTDA applies different allocation schemes to build an initial solution by
assigning all pilgrim groups to suitable tent-camps as much as possible. The algorithm
picks the best solution out of ten initial solutions generated, in terms of objective
function value, and passes it to the next step. The descriptions of the applied schemes
are presented as follows [Shambour & Khan, 2019]:
•
•

BlockFit (BF): designed to allocate a group of pilgrims to all tent-camps of one
block.
TwoBlockFit_1 (TBF1): designed to allocate a group of pilgrims to all tent-camps
of two adjacent blocks.
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•
•
•
•
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Part-blockFit (PF): designed to allocate a group of pilgrims to some tent-camps of
one block.
TwoBlockFit_2 (TBF2): designed to allocate a group of pilgrims into two adjacent
blocks, such that all tent-camps of the first block and some tent-camps of the
second block are taken.
TwoBlockFit_3 (TBF3): designed to allocate a group of pilgrims into two adjacent
blocks, such that some tent-camps of the first and second blocks are taken.
ElasticBlockFit (EBF): designed to allocate a group of pilgrims to all tent-camps
of one block with leaving some space unallocated.
ElasticPart-blockFit (EPF): designed to allocate a group of pilgrims to some tentcamps of one block with leaving some space unallocated.

Figure 3 shows some examples of the mechanisms used by allocation schemes to
assign a PG to one or more block areas (i.e. A, B, C, or D). It should be noted that the
shaded shapes in the figure represent a reserved area of Mina blocks.

Figure 3: Examples of allocation schemes
4.2

Heuristic Selection

The proposed HyMTDA randomly selects and applies one of four defined low-level
heuristics (LLH) that attempt to optimize the solution quality. The defined LLHs are:

•

•
•
•

Move heuristic (LLH1): This heuristic randomly selects an allocated PG
and checks whether it can be assigned to another available tent-camp or
not. If it can be assigned, the previous tent-camp is set to be available and
the current tent-camp becomes unavailable.
Assign heuristic (LLH2): This heuristic randomly selects an unallocated
PG and tries to allocate it to a suitable tent-camp using one of a randomly
selected allocation scheme mentioned earlier (e.g. BF, TBF1, etc.).
Swap heuristic (LLH3): This heuristic randomly selects two allocated PGs
and tries to swap their tent-camps.
Replace heuristic (LLH4): This heuristic randomly selects an allocated PG
and replaces it with an unallocated PG.
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Acceptance Strategy

The move acceptance strategy used in this paper is based on a local search strategy
proposed by Burke and Bykov [Burke & Bykov, 2017] called late acceptance hillclimbing (LAHC). The idea of using LAHC is to give the algorithm more chances to
effectively explore the solution space and avoid falling into the local minimums where
non-improving movements could be accepted while conducting the search process.
More details about the algorithm can be found in [Burke & Bykov, 2017].
4.4

Stopping the Algorithm

The best solution in terms of the objective function will be offered when one of two
conditions is met. First, all groups of pilgrims are assigned to tent-camps. Second, the
maximum iteration number is reached. Algorithm 1 shows the basic pseudocode of the
proposed algorithm.
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of the proposed HyMTDA
Step1: Initialization of the HyMTDA and problem-specific parameters, and
construct initial solutions
[MaxItr, CG, PG, Class, Block, Space, Location, Train usability, etc]
Generate n initial solutions 𝑆% = (S! , S" , … , S6 )
Select the best initial solution S = S789: , 𝑆789: ∈ (S! , S" , … , S6 )
Specify the history length (𝑙; ) of a list K
Set initial costs to history list elements// 𝑓U𝐾$ W = 𝐶, 𝑗 ∈ (0, 𝑙; − 1)
Set Itr=0
Step2: Heuristic Selection
𝑆 ∗ = SelectAppLLH(𝐿𝐿𝐻; , 𝑆) // ℎ = {1,2,3,4}
Step3: Acceptance Strategy
Find the cost 𝑓(𝑆 ∗ )
Find the 𝑛:; location of a list K// 𝑛 = 𝐼𝑡𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑙;
If 𝑓(𝑆 ∗ ) < 𝑓(𝑆) 𝑜𝑟 𝑓(𝑆 ∗ ) ≤ 𝑓(𝐾6 )
𝑓(𝐾6 ) = 𝑓(𝑆 ∗ )
𝑆 = 𝑆∗
End If
Step4: Stopping the Algorithm
If termination conditions apply
Stop the algorithm’s iterations
Else
Itr=Itr+1 and repeat steps 2,3, and 4.
End If
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5

Experimental Results

This section presents the evaluation of the proposed HyMTDA and compares it with
the performance of other algorithm schemes proposed in the literature, in terms of the
objective function value.
5.1

Experimental design

The proposed HyMTDA was evaluated using the parameter setting listed in Table 8.
Recall that the MinSpace and MaxSpace parameters represent the minimum and
maximum allowable space for each PG, whereas the Flexibility Rate parameter
provides an extra space rate to assign a PG to a tent-camp; In other words, the maximum
allowable allocation area can increase up to 1.3 𝑚" . MaxItr refers to a maximum
number of iterations in every single run.
Parameter
Value

MinSpace
(𝒎𝟐 )
1.0

MaxSpace
(𝒎𝟐 )
1.2

Flexibility Rate
(𝒎𝟐 )
0.1

MaxITr
1 × 5=

Table 8: Experimental Settings
The simulation was coded in Matlab version 2014a programming language and ran
on Windows 10 with Intel Xeon(R) CPU E3-1240@3.4 GHz processor with 32 GB of
RAM.
5.2

Effect of history length (𝒍𝒉 ) of LAHC

Six experiments were performed to observe the best setting for 𝑙; parameter among the
values: 1, 100, 500, 1000, 5000, and 10000. Each experiment runs 30 times, each run
constructs ten initial solutions, and the best solution, in terms of objective function
value, will only be considered for further investigation. The statistical results of the 30
runs for each experiment are given in Table 9, whereas Figure 4 shows the convergence
performance of HyMTDA on different values of 𝑙; parameter.

Mean
Std
Min
Max

𝒍𝒉 =1

𝒍𝒉 =100

𝒍𝒉 =500

𝒍𝒉 =1000

𝒍𝒉 =5000

𝒍𝒉 =10,000

190,763.3
59,59.4
178,011
201,647

178,883.2
7,783.87
163,993
194,193

179,509.1
6,321.67
167,528
193,725

178,265.2
7,488.66
161,650
194,453

179,350.7
6,062.19
167,935
193,045

176,936.7
7,183.09
159,577
189,730

Table 9: Statistical results of HyMTDA performance on different values of 𝑙;
Since the problem is stated as a minimization problem, it can be observed from
Table 9 and Figure 4 that the best performance of the proposed algorithm, in terms of
fitness value and convergence rate, was found when the value of 𝒍𝒉 parameter was equal
to 10,000, where the best mean and minimum results (shown in bold) of 30 runs were
176,936.7 and 159,577, respectively. Consequently, the performance results when 𝑙; is
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equal to 10,000 is only considered for the subsequent performance evaluations of
HyMTDA compared to other competitive algorithm schemes.

Figure 4: Convergence rate of HyMTDA on different values of 𝑙; parameters
5.3

Performance Comparison and Discussion

The performance of the proposed HyMTDA and eight other algorithm schemes were
examined using the same parameter settings mentioned earlier. The eight compared
algorithms include BF, TBF1, PF, TBF2, TBF3, EBF, EPF, and MTDA algorithms.
Table 10 shows the analysis of fitness results, across 30 runs, for each compared
algorithm, whereas Figure 5 provides a comparison of their best convergence
performance.

HyMTDA
MTDA
BF
TBF1
PF
TBF2
TBF3
EBF
EPF

Mean
176,936.7
187,904.5
522,706.2
537,963.2
210,176
511,092.5
430,106.9
513,274.9
188,134.6

Std.
7,183.1
6,897.4
1,720.6
3,429.0
5,559.2
3,269.6
7,784.4
1,847.6
7,026.9

Min
159,577
171,618
519,485
529,131
198,590
503,862
411,859
509,208
174,522

Table 10: Statistical results of compared algorithms

Max
189,730
201,954
527,120
543,258
220,465
517,141
446,826
516,195
204,589
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Figure 5: Convergence curves of the compared algorithms
Results verify that the performance of the proposed HyMTDA is better compared
to other algorithms as HyMTDA achieves the best mean result (shown in bold) and the
best convergence performance among other algorithms. Furthermore, the proposed
HyMTDA outperforms the second best algorithm (MTDA) by 6.2% in terms of the
objective function value. Also, the EPF and PF schemes performed well, ranking third
and fourth-best algorithm schemes, respectively, with a considerable difference from
the rest of the algorithm schemes.
Furthermore, ANOVA statistical test tool is used to check whether there is a
significant difference between the results achieved by the compared algorithms or not.
The null hypothesis states that the mean values of all compared algorithms are the same
such that:
• 𝒉𝟎 : μ1 = μ2 = μ3 = μ4= μ5 = μ6 = μ7= μ8 = μ9, where μ is the mean.
• 𝒉𝟏 : Not all means are equal
Table 11 displays the p-value and F-score values of the ANOVA analysis results
obtained from the experimental study. The p-value is smaller than the significance level
(5%), indicating that significant differences between the means existed. As a result, the
null hypothesis ℎ@ is rejected, and the alternative hypothesis ℎ! is accepted. In other
words, with a 95 % confidence level (α = 0.05), there is a significant difference between
the compared algorithms.

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares

Degree of
Freedom

Mean
Square

F-score

P-value

F crit

6.73E+12

8

8.41E+11

28159.3

0.0

1.97

7.8E+09

261

29874572.3

6.74E+12

269

Table 11: ANOVA descriptive statistics
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Conclusion and future work

Distributing a large number of pilgrims to a limited number of camp-tents, while
satisfying a set of hard and soft constraints, is a real-world optimization problem
defined as an NP-hard problem. In this paper, a hyper-heuristic with a late acceptance
hill-climbing algorithm, called HyMTDA, is used to maximize the usage of the limited
area of tent-camps in Mina by making the best use of available resources.
The proposed HyMTDA includes two main phases: heuristic selection and move
acceptance phases. In the first phase, four low-level heuristics named Assign, Move,
Swap, and Replace were employed on a group of pilgrims in an attempt to increase the
quality of the solution. In the second phase, the late acceptance technique is used to
determine if the current solution should be accepted or rejected.
The best performance of HyMTDA, which is used in the comparisons, was tested
using various settings of history length (𝑙; ) of LAHC. In addition, several experiments
and comparisons with other algorithms from the literature were carried out to ensure
the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, in terms of objective function value and
convergence performance. The experimental results revealed that the performance of
the proposed HyMTDA outperforms existing algorithms in the literature, including
BlockFit, TwoBlockFit_1, Part-blockFit, TwoBlockFit_2, TwoBlockFit_3,
ElasticBlockFit, ElasticPart-blockFit, and MTDA algorithm schemes Moreover, when
compared to the second-ranked performance algorithm (MTDA), the proposed
algorithm (HyMTDA) outperforms the second-ranked algorithm (MTDA) by 6.2
percent, in terms of the objective function value.
Finally, even though the proposed algorithm outperformed other algorithms, the
cost of the fitness function evaluation remains high and significant. This requires
improving the performance of HyMTDA by investigating other techniques that may
improve the quality of the solution produced. Future work will concentrate on
enhancing the HyMTDA algorithm's performance by experimenting with various
selection and move acceptance strategies, combining with other heuristic algorithms,
and conducting a sensitivity analysis for the algorithm’s parameters.
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